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QUESTION 1

Your company has a branch office that contains a Windows Server 2008 R2 server. The server runs Windows Server
Update Services (WSUS). 

The company opens four new satellite offices. Each satellite office connects to the branch office by using a dedicated
WAN link. 

You need to design a strategy for patch management that meets the following requirements: 

-WSUS updates are approved from a central location. 

-

WAN traffic is minimized between the branch office and the satellite offices. What should you include in your design? 

A. 

In each satellite office, install a WSUS server. Configure each satellite office WSUS server as a replica of the branch
office WSUS server. 

B. 

In each satellite office, install a WSUS server. Configure each satellite office WSUS server as an autonomous server
that synchronizes to the branch office WSUS server. 

C. 

On the branch office WSUS server, create a computer group for each satellite office. Add the client computers in each
satellite office to their respective computer groups. 

D. 

For each satellite office, create an organizational unit (OU). Create and link a Group Policy object (GPO) to each OU.
Configure different schedules to download updates from the branch office WSUS server to the client computers in each
satellite office. 

Correct Answer: A 

Replica Mode and Autonomous Mode 

You have two options when configuring the administration model for your organization\\'s downstream WSUS servers.
The first option, shown in Figure 8-5, is to configure the downstream WSUS server as a replica of the upstream server.
When you configure a WSUS server as a replica, all approvals, settings, computers, and groups from the upstream
server are used on the downstream server. The downstream server cannot be used to approve updates when
configured in replica mode, though you can change a replica server to the second mode--called autonomous mode--if
an update urgently needs to be deployed. 
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Figure 8-5Downstream replica server 

 

QUESTION 2

You are planning for the IT integration of Tailspin Toys and Wingtip Toys. The company has decided on the following
name resolution requirements: 

-Name resolution for Internet-based resources must continue to operate by using the same DNS servers as prior to the
merger. 

-

The existing connectivity between Tailspin Toys and Wingtip Toys must be used for all network communication. 

-

The documented name resolution goals must be met. 

You need to provide a name resolution solution that meets the requirements. 

What should you recommend? (Choose all that Apply.) 

A. On TT-DC01, TT-DC02, TT-DC03, and TT-DC04, add forwarders with the IP addresses of 172.16.10.10 and
172.16.10.11. 
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B. On TT-DC01, add a conditional forwarder for wingtiptoys.com, use 172.16.10.10 and 172.16.10.11 as the IP
addresses, and then configure it to replicate to all DNS servers in the tailspintoys.com domain. 

C. On TT-DC01, TT-DC02, TT-DC03, and TT-DC04, add a secondary DNS zone for wingtiptoys.com and specify
172.16.10.10 and 172.16.10.11 as the master DNS servers. 

D. On WT-DC01 and WT-DC02, add a secondary DNS zone for tailspintoys.com and specify 10.10.10.10 and
10.10.10.11 as the master DNS servers. 

E. On WT-DC01, WT-DC02, WT-DC03, and WT-DC04, add forwarders with the IP addresses of 10.10.10.10 and
10.10.10.11. 

F. On WT-DC01, add a conditional forwarder for tailspintoys.com, use 10.10.10.10 and 10.10.10.11 as the IP
addresses, and configure it to replicate to all DNS servers in the wingtiptoys.com domain. 

Correct Answer: BF 

Conditional forwarding is used to control where a DNS server forwards queries for a specific domain. A DNS server on
one network can be configured to forward queries to a DNS server on another network without having to query DNS 

servers on the Internet. They can also be used to help companies resolve each other\\'s namespace in a situation where
companies collaborate a merger is underway. 

Forwarders and Forwarding 

When a name server is queried in DNS, the way it responds depends on the type of query issued, which can be either
iterative or recursive. In an iterative query, the client asks the name server for the best possible answer to its query.
The 

name server checks its cache and the zones for which it is authoritative and returns the best possible answer to the
client, which could be either a full answer like "here is the IP address of the host you are looking for" or a partial answer
like 

"try this other name server instead, it might know the answer." 

In a recursive query, things work a little different for here the client demands either a full answer (the IP address of the
target host) or an error message like "sorry, name not found." In Windows DNS, client machines always send recursive 

queries to name servers, and name servers usually send iterative queries to other name servers. 

What Conditional Forwarding Does 

A conditional forwarder is one that handles name resolution only for a specific domain. For example, you could
configure your name server to forward any requests for hosts in the domain google.com directly to a specific name
server that is 

authoritative for the google.com domain. 

What this does is speed up the name resolution process by eliminating the need to go up to root to find this authoritative
server. 

So in our question above we would create a conditional forwarder in Wingtiptoys.com for tailspintoys.com and then
create a conditional forwarder in tailspintoys.com for windtiptoys.com. 

additionally in Server 2008 there is a separate node in DNS Manager to configure Conditional Forwarders, previously if
you wanted to configure Forwarding for a certain DNS domain, and you wanted to do this on all DNS Servers, you had
to 
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do this for all the DNS servers separately. 

Forwarders can be configured centrally and can be configured as `Active Directory\\' integrated What does this mean:
well this means they are stored in Active Directory and you can configure a replication scope, in the same way you can
with 

AD Integrated DNS Zones, they can be replicated using following scopes: 

-

All DNS servers in this forest (through the ForestDNSZones Application Partition) 

-

All DNS servers in this domain (through the DomainDNSZones Application Partition) 

-All Domain Controllers in this domain (for Windows 2000 compatibility), stored in the Domain Partition 

- In a custom Application Partition of your liking, if you want to replicate only to certain Domain Controllers (that are
probably your DNS servers) 
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QUESTION 3

You need to recommend a VHD configuration for the virtual desktop pool VMs. What should you include in the
recommendation? 

A. differencing VHDs 

B. dynamically expanding VHDs 

C. fixed-size VHDs 

D. passthrough disks 

Correct Answer: B 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd440865%28WS.10%29.aspx#dynamic 

When is it appropriate to use dynamically expanding VHDs? 

Dynamically expanding VHDs are useful in nonproduction environments where flexible storage requirements and
frequently changing the VHD image is more of an advantage than the reliability of the data within the VHD. In addition, 

dynamically expanding VHDs are best for testing environments because there is less impact if you have to rebuild the
VHD. For example, a test environment can use multiple dynamically expanding VHDs, each with a different Windows 

image and set of applications to test. If the VHD files are modified during testing or accidentally become corrupt, you
can replace the VHDs from a safe copy and restart testing. 
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Using dynamically expanding VHDs in a test environment provides the following benefits: 

Flexible use of disk space. You can use free space for the VHD to expand during native VHD boot. 

This space would have been unavailable if the volume hosted multiple VHDs in a fixed format. 

Faster transfer time when copying VHDs between locations. The file size for a dynamically expanding VHD that is not
using its maximum capacity, will transfer in less time between a 

network share and a local disk than a fixed VHD of equivalent maximum size. Although rare, you may consider using
dynamically expanding VHDs in production environments if 

1) all of the content of the dynamically expanding VHD can be regenerated from other sources and ritical data is stored
on volumes outside the dynamically expanding VHD. 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to recommend a strategy for delegating administration to the consulting firm. What should you recommend? 

A. Create local user accounts. 

B. Create domain user accounts. 

C. Create IIS Manager user accounts. 

D. Implement Active Directory Lightweight Directory Services (AD LDS). 

Correct Answer: C 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732621%28WS.10%29.aspx 

Add an IIS Manager user account in IIS Manager when you want to allow a user to connect to a site or an application on
your server, but you do not want to create a Windows user account or add the user to a Windows group. IIS Manager 

user credentials consist of a user name and password that are created in IIS Manager and are used exclusively for IIS
Manager to access the IIS configuration files. 

After you create an IIS Manager user account, you can allow the user to connect to sites and applications. The user can
then configure delegated features in those sites and applications. 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to recommend changes to the infrastructure to ensure that DFS meets the company\\'s security requirements.
What should you include in the recommendation? 

A. Upgrade DFS2 to Windows Server 2008 R2. 

B. Implement accessbased enumeration (ABE). 

C. Implement Authentication Mechanism Assurance. 

D. Configure the DFS namespace to use Windows Server 2008 mode. 
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Correct Answer: A 

Users must only be able to modify the financial forecast reports on DFSl. DFS2 must contain a read-only copy of the
financial forecast reports. Both servers are part of the same replication group and it is in Windows 2000 server mode
http://blogs.technet.com/b/filecab/archive/2009/04/01/configuring-a-read-only-replicated-folder.aspx Please read the
following notes carefully before deploying the read-only replicated folders feature. a) Feature applicability: The read-only
replicated folders feature is available only on replication member servers which are running Windows Server 2008 R2.
In other words, it is not possible to configure a replicated folder to be read-only on a 

member server running either Windows Server 2003 R2 or Windows Server 2008. 

b) Backwards compatibility: Only the server hosting read-only replicated folders needs to be running Windows Server
2008 R2. The member server that hosts a read-only replicated folder can replicate with partners that are on Windows
Server 2003 or Windows Server 2008. However, to configure and administer a replication group that has a read-only
replicated folder, you need to use the DFS Management MMC snap-in on Windows Server 2008 R2. c) Administration
of read-only replicated folders: In order to configure a replicated folder as read-only replicated folder, you need to use
the DFS Management MMC snap-in on Windows Server 2008 R2. Older versions of the snap-in (available 

on Windows Server 2003 R2 or Windows Server 2008) cannot configure or manage a read-only replicated folder. In
other words, these snap-ins will not display the option to mark a replicated folder \\'read-only\\'. 

d) Schema updates: If you have an older version of the schema (pre-Windows Server 2008), you will need to update
your Active Directory schema to include the DFS Replication schema extensions for Windows Server 2008. 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/filecab/archive/2009/01/21/read-only-replicated-folders-on-windows-server-2008-r2.aspx 

Why deploy read-only replicated folders? 

Consider the following scenario. Contoso Corporation has a replication infrastructure similar to that depicted in the
diagram below. Reports are published to the datacenter server and these need to be distributed to Contoso\\'s branch
offices. 

DFS Replication is configured to replicate a folder containing these published reports between the datacenter server
and branch office servers. 

The DFS Replication service is a multi-master file replication engine ?meaning that changes can be made to replicated
data on any of the servers taking part in replication. The service then ensures that these changes are replicated out to
all 

other members in that replication group and that conflicts are resolved using `last-writerwins\\' semantics. 
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Now, a Contoso employee working in a branch office accidentally deletes the `Specs\\' sub-folder from the replicated
folder stored on that branch office\\'s file server. This accidental deletion is replicated by the DFS Replication service,
first to the datacenter server and then via that server to the other branch offices. Soon, the `Specs\\' folder gets deleted
on all of the servers participating in replication. Contoso\\'s file server administrator now needs to restore the folder from
a previously taken backup and ensure that the restored contents of the folder once again replicate to all branch office
file servers. 

Administrators need to monitor their replication infrastructure very closely in order to prevent such situations from arising
or to recover lost data if needed. Strict ACLs are a way of preventing these accidental modifications from happening, but
managing ACLs across many branch office servers and for large amounts of replicated data quickly degenerates into an
administrative nightmare. In case of accidental deletions, administrators need to scramble to recover data from backups
(often up-to-date backups are unavailable) and in the meantime, end-users face outages leading to loss of productivity. 

This situation can be prevented by configuring read-only replicated folders on branch office file servers. A readonly
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replicated folder ensures that no local modifications can take place and the replica is kept in sync with a read-write
enabled 

copy by the DFS Replication service. Therefore, read-only replicated folders enable easyto-deploy and low-
administrative-overhead data publication solutions especially for branch office scenarios. 

How does all this work? 

For a read-only replicated folder, the DFS Replication service intercepts and inspects every file system operation. This
is done by virtue of a file system filter driver that layers above every replicated folder that is configured to be read-only. 

Volumes that do not host read-only replicated folders or volumes hosting only readwrite replicated folders are ignored by
the filter driver. 

Only modifications initiated by the service itself are allowed ?these modifications are typically caused by the service
installing updates from its replication partners. This ensures that the read-only replicated folder is maintained in sync
with a 

read-write enabled replicated folder on another replication partner (presumably located at the datacenter server). 

All other modification attempts are blocked ?this ensures that the contents of the read-only replicated folder cannot be
modified locally. As shown in the below figure, end-users are unable to modify the contents of the replicated folder on 

servers where it has been configured to be read-only. The behavior is similar to that of a read-only SMB share
?contents can be read and attributes can be queried for all files, however, modifications are not possible. 
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